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Dalby cafe 850SQ
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Polly chair P.84
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Dalby coffee table 650SQ
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Dalby coffee table 850

dalby

Wooden Leg Coffee
and Cafe Table
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All images shown here and many others can be downloaded from the website
www.naughtone.com or please request a link to our dropbox account

More information on the sourcing of materials and regional compliance for this
product can be requested from naughtone or found at www.naughtone.com
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Dalby bar height table 1600x800 P.62
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Dalby 1800x800 P.62

Dalby table designed by naughtone
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Design
Your newest old friend. The Dalby table will inject warmth
and quality into an interior without raising any eyebrows.
Dalby provides a practical, robust surface and maximised
leg positions for clear, useable access all round the
table. The simple design easily scales accross a wide
range of sizes from small three to four people circular
tables through to huge meeting tables, to cafe tables
and coffee tables. The Dalby table is built from solid
materials the good old way and will therefore last as
long as it’s timeless aesthetic endures.
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Technical
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Dalby table legs are CNC cut and shaped from solid
oak and hand finished before receiving a coat of
hard wearing matt lacquer. The under table structure
is oak veneered and matt lacquered to match. The
table frame is component based and is delivered fully
dis-assembled for efficient delivery and installation.
Dalby table is available with a wide range of table top
finishes, from matching oak veneer through to striking
coloured laminates.
*All dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.

Sizes

Top Options
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DAL650DL
Dalby 650 circular coffee table
metric (mm) 650Dia H350
imperial (in) 25.5Dia H14

DAL650SL
Dalby 650 square coffee table
metric (mm) W650 D650 H350
imperial (in) W25.5 D25.5 H14

DAL850DL
Dalby 850 circular coffee table
metric (mm) 850Dia H350
imperial (in) 33.5Dia H14

DAL850SL
Dalby 850 square coffee table
metric (mm) W850 D850 H350
imperial (in) W33.5 D33.5 H14

DAL350D
Dalby side table 350
metric (mm) 350Dia H550
imperial (in) 14Dia H21.5

DAL350S
Dalby 350 square side table
metric (mm) W350 D350 H550
imperial (in) W14 D14 H21.5

DAL650D
Dalby 650 circular cafe table
metric (mm) 650Dia H750
imperial (in) 25.5Dia H29.5

DAL650S
Dalby 650 square cafe table
metric (mm) W650 D650 H750
imperial (in) W25.5 D25.5 H29.5

MFMDF White
edge banded

White MFMDF
with reverse chamfer,
polished MDF edge

Oak Veneer
with reverse chamfer,
polished MDF edge

Walnut Veneer
with reverse chamfer,
polished MDF edge

Forbo Lino
with reverse chamfer edge
8 colours available

Compact laminate white,
with black crescent edge

DAL11X55L
Dalby rectangular coffee table
metric (mm) W1100 D550 H350
imperial (in) W43.5 D21.5 H14
White carrara marble
with reverse chamfer edge
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DAL850D
Dalby 850 circular cafe table
metric (mm) 850Dia H750
imperial (in) 33.5Dia H29.5

Base Finish

DAL850S
Dalby 850 square cafe table
metric (mm) W850 D850 H750
imperial (in) W33.5 D33.5 H29.5

Matt lacquered solid oak

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com

Matt lacquered walnut
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Dalby table 1800x800

02

Dalby bar height table 1600x800
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Viv Wood barstool P.88

04

Viv Wood chair P.88

dalby

Wooden Leg Table
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All images shown here and many others can be downloaded from the website
www.naughtone.com or please request a link to our dropbox account
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More information on the sourcing of materials and regional compliance for this
product can be requested from naughtone or found at www.naughtone.com
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Dalby table designed by naughtone

Dalby coffee table 650 SQ P.60
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Design
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Your newest old friend. The Dalby table will inject warmth
and quality into an interior without raising any eyebrows.
Dalby provides a practical, robust surface and maximised
leg positions for clear, useable access all round the
table. The simple design easily scales accross a wide
range of sizes from small three to four people circular
tables through to huge meeting tables, to cafe tables
and coffee tables. The Dalby table is built from solid
materials the good old way and will therefore last as
long as it’s timeless aesthetic endures.

Technical

Dalby table legs are CNC cut and shaped from solid
oak and hand finished before receiving a coat of
hard wearing matt lacquer. The under table structure
is oak veneered and matt lacquered to match. The
table frame is component based and is delivered fully
dis-assembled for efficient delivery and installation.
Dalby table is available with a wide range of table top
finishes, from matching oak veneer through to striking
coloured laminates.
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*All dimensions quoted are rounded to the nearest 5mm or nearest 1/2 inch.

Sizes
DAL12DIA
Dalby 1200 circular table
metric (mm) 1200Dia H750
imperial (in) 47.5Dia H29.5

Top Options
DAL14DIA
Dalby 1400 circular table
metric (mm) 1400Dia H750
imperial (in) 55Dia H29.5

DAL16DIA
Dalby 1600 circular table
metric (mm) 1600Dia H750
imperial (in) 63Dia H29.5
MFMDF White
edge banded

White MFMDF
with reverse chamfer,
polished MDF edge

Walnut Veneer
with reverse chamfer,
polished MDF edge

Forbo Lino
with reverse chamfer edge
8 colours available
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DAL16X8
Dalby 1600 table
metric (mm) W1600 D800 H750
imperial (in) W63 D31.5 H29.5

DAL18X8
Dalby 1800 table
metric (mm) W1800 D800 H750
imperial (in) W71 D31.5 H29.5

DAL20X9
Dalby 2000 table
metric (mm) W2000 D900 H750
imperial (in) W79 D35.5 H29.5

DAL22X9
Dalby 2200 table
metric (mm) W2200 D900 H750
imperial (in) W87 D35.5 H29.5

DAL24X10
Dalby 2400x1000 table
metric (mm) W2400 D1000 H750
imperial (in) W95 D39 H29.5

DAL24X12
Dalby 2400x1200 table
metric (mm) W2400 D1200 H750
imperial (in) W95 D47.5 H29.5

DAL18BH
Dalby bar height table 1800
metric (mm) W1800 D800 H1000
imperial (in) W71 D31.5 H39

DAL20BH
Dalby bar height table 2000
metric (mm) W2000 D900 H1000
imperial (in) W79 D35.5 H39

Oak Veneer
with reverse chamfer,
polished MDF edge

Base Finish
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DAL16BH
Dalby bar height table 1600
metric (mm) W1600 D800 H1000
imperial (in) W63 D31.5 H39

Matt lacquered solid oak

Matt lacquered walnut

Power and Data Options
DAL22BH
Dalby bar height table 2200
metric (mm) W2200 D900 H1000
imperial (in) W87 D35.5 H39

DAL28X12
Dalby 6leg table 2800
metric (mm) W2800 D1200 H750
imperial (in) W110 D47.5 H29.5

DAL32X12
Dalby 6leg table 3200
metric (mm) W3200 D1200 H750
imperial (in) W126 D47.5 H29.5
EVOFOC

Surface mounted power
and data
Consult your price list
or sales rep

DAL28BH
Dalby 6leg bar height table 2800
metric (mm) W2800 D1200 H1000
imperial (in) W110 D47.5 H39

DAL32BH
Dalby 6leg bar height table 3200
metric (mm) W3200 D1200 H1000
imperial (in) W126 D47.5 H39

3D visualisation models and 2D dwg files are available of all naughtone products
Download the files from our website www.naughtone.com

FLIPOEPBOX

Flip top power and data
Consult your price list
or sales rep

DAL750LEGWIRED
DAL1000LEGWIRED

Dalby managed cable leg
Consult your price list
or sales rep

Dalby environmental document
Dalby table designed by naughtone

general manufacture description
The Dalby table is available in a range of sizes and
finishes, for the purpose of this document we have a
specific example from the range:
Dalby table 1600x800 with white MFMDF top.
Please use the material index and the breakdown of
component mass below to establish the environmental
qualities of other finish options in this range.
Dalby table legs are CNC cut from solid oak and hand
finished before being matt lacquered. The beams
are oak veneered and matt lacquered to match. The
table frame is component based and is delivered fully
disassembled for efficient delivery and installation.
The top is CNC cut and the MDF edge is then matt
lacquered.
The top and frame are assembled together by hand
using stainless steel brackets and minimal fixings, the
table can be easily disassembled if necessary.

facts
•

naughtone is FISP and ISO14001 certified

•

39.85kg Total weight

•

15.7% Recyclable (top plates and fixings)

•

12.03% Recycled content (brackets, fixings, beams)

•

84.9% Re-useable (beams, legs and top)

•

27.73% Recycled & Recyclable content

contents
Top (MFMDF) - 60.4%
Brackets (stainless steel) - 14%
Legs (solid oak) - 13%
Beams (oak veneered MDF) - 11.95%
Fixings (mild steel) - <1%

support
further information for all our products can be downloaded from the
website www.naughtone.com.
* where sustainable sources are quoted and a chain of custody is
required by a customer - this must be indicated on the purchase order
to naughtone. A chain of custody requested after an order has been
placed or delivered may be difficult to recover.

